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Parallelisation d'une application de propagation
d'ondes a l'aide d'un compilateur data-parallele

Resume : Ce rapport presente la parallelisation d'une application de propagation d'ondes

e ectuee a l'aide de l'environnement Pandore. Les outils sont brievement decrits puis l'accent est mis sur la description de la parallelisation par distribution de donnees.
Mots-cle : Compilation, Machines a memoire distribuee, Distribution, Parallelisation,
Applications.
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1 Introduction

The diculty to program massively parallel architectures with distributed memory is a
severe impediment to the use of these parallel machines. In the past few years, the data
parallel model has been used to de ne new languages such as HPF [8], tools and compilers:
the programmer is provided a familiar uniform logic address space and a sequential ow
of control. He controls the distributed aspect of the computation by specifying the data
distribution on the local memories of the processors. The compiler generates code according
to the spmd model and the links between the code execution and the data distribution is
enforced by the owner-writes rule.
To achieve good performance when following this approach, sophisticated compilation
techniques and run-time systems have been studied and integrated into environments [11, 4,
2]. Other related techniques have been proposed [1, 6, 13] but have not been fully integrated
yet in complete environments.
Based on the data parallel approach, the Pandore environment allows compiling both
HPF and Pandore programs into spmd machine independent code. A series of experiments on classical kernels have already led to satisfactory results. The next step is naturally
the validation of the compiler and the run-time system on \real applications"; the Wave
Propagation application presented here is one of them.
The paper is organized as follows: we brie y present the Pandore environment and give
an overview of the C-Pandore language. The compilation schemes are then expounded and
the distribution of the well-known Jacobi kernel is detailed. Finally, the di erent steps of
the parallelization of the Wave Propagation application are described and the results of this
experiment are discussed.

2 The Pandore Environment

The Pandore environment has been designed to facilitate the programming of data distributed applications for distributed memory computers or clusters of workstations. Figure 1
shows the components of the Pandore environment.
The source program can be written in HPF or in a dialect of C (C-Pandore) augmented
with data distribution features. In the rst case, a source to source translator is used to
translate a subset of HPF into C-Pandore. This translator [14] is built upon a Fortran 90
Front-end and a C-code generator written at GMD-First with the Cocktail toolbox [9].
From the source program, the Pandore compiler automatically generates a machine
independent spmd code according to the owner-writes rule: a processor executes only the
statements that modify variables assigned to it by the distribution. Optimizations are included in the compiler that is described in section 4. For performance measurements we also
provide a pro ler and a post-mortem analysis tool.
The Pandore run-time is in charge of the management of distributed arrays [17]; it uses a
generic message passing library called POM (Parallel Observable Machine) [10]. This library
o ers limited but ecient services. It allows running the same program on a wide range of
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distributed memory computers such as the iPSC or the Paragon; clusters of workstations
are also supported. This library is also used by other compilers and tools developed in our
team.
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A Pandore program is a sequential program that calls distributed phases. The sequential
part is in charge of all I/O operations and is executed on the host processor (if it exists) or on
one node of the distributed computer. Each distributed phase is spread over the processors
of the target machine and is executed in parallel. The speci cation of a distributed phase is
described similarly to the de nition of a procedure by the statement:
dist d-phase (distributed parameter list)

f
g

d-block

The distributed parameter list allows specifying the partitioning and the mapping of the data
used in the distributed phase. The array is the only data type that may be partitioned. The
means to decompose an array is to split it into blocks. The number of blocks is independent
of the number of processors: both BLOCK and CYCLIC(k) HPF distribution features [8] are
handled.
The speci cation of the partitioning for a d-dimensional array is given by the construct
block (t1 ; :::; td) where ti indicates the size of the blocks in the ith dimension. For example
B [N ][N ] by block (N; N=P )
indicates that the array B of N  N elements is decomposed into P blocks of size N  N=P :
the array is decomposed into P blocks of contiguous columns. The following partitioning
A[N ][N ] by block (1; N )
indicates that the array A of N  N elements is decomposed into blocks of size 1  N : the
array is decomposed into N rows.
Then, the mapping of the blocks onto the architecture will be achieved by the compiler
in a regular or cyclic way according to the mapping parameters (regular or wrapped).
In Pandore, we consider only one dimensional processor arrays whose size is not speci ed
in the source code but used as a parameter by the compiler. As we allow the mapping
of multidimensional decompositions, it is needed to indicate the order for the mapping of
blocks: (1,0) states for column rst, (0,1) states for row rst. For example
double A[N ][N ] by block(1; N ) map wrapped(1; 0)
maps the N rows of A cyclically onto the processors; the speci cation
double B[N ][N ] by block(N; N=P ) map regular(1; 0)
maps the blocks of N=P columns onto the processors. If there are P processors, the mapping
is similar to a HPF block decomposition.
The last speci cation given in the parameter list concerns the transfer mode for values
between the caller and the distributed phase: allowed modes are IN, OUT and INOUT.
This speci cation is similar to the Fortran90 INTENT attribute. Figure 2 shows an example
of a distributed phase.
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#define N 512
#define P 4
dist jacobi(double B[N][N] by block(N,N/P) map regular(0,1) mode INOUT)
double A[N][N] by block(N,N/P) map regular(0,1);
{
int i,j;
for (j=1; j<N-1; j++)
for (i=1; i<N-1; i++)
A[i][j] = 0.5 * B[i][j] + 0.125 *
(B[i-1][j] + B[i+1][j] + B[i][j-1] + B[i][j+1]);
for (j=1; j<N-1; j++)
for (i=1; i<N-1; i++)
B[i][j] = A[i][j];
}
SUBROUTINE JACOBI (B)
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: N = 512
REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(0:N-1,0:N-1) :: B
REAL(KIND=8), DIMENSION(0:N-1,0:N-1) :: A
!HPF$ PROCESSORS PROCS(4)
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE (*, BLOCK) ONTO PROCS :: A, B
INTEGER I, J
DO J=1, N-2
DO I=1, N-2
A(I,J) = 0.5 * B(I,J) + 0.125 *
(B(I-1,J) + B(I+1,J) + B(I,J-1) + B(I,J+1))
END DO
END DO
B(1:N-2, 1:N-2) = A(1:N-2, 1:N-2)
END SUBROUTINE JACOBI

Figure 2: Kernel of the Jacobi algorithm in C-Pandore and HPF
Some other constructs have been added to the C language, with no direct relation with
distribution, to improve the ease of programming. Ordinary C functions are not allowed in
the Pandore language but in addition to distributed phases, two features are o ered to the
programmer: macros and closed functions.
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Macro declarations are similar to procedure de nitions but parameters are passed \by
name" and calls to a macro are in-lined by the compiler. Closed functions are similar to C
functions but cannot access global variables nor modify distributed arrays. Close functions
are similar to HPF PURE functions.

4 The Pandore Compiler

The compiler produce spmd code from the user-supplied data decomposition according to
the owner-writes rule. Two compilation schemes are embedded in the compiler. For reductions and parallel loops, the compiler applies an optimized scheme [16] performing loop
bounds reduction and message vectorization. For statements that cannot be optimized, the
compiler relies on the well-known runtime resolution technique: masks and communication
operations are introduced at the statement level to fetch distant data and select the processor
responsible for the computation [5].
Because distributed array management is a critical point to achieve good performances,
an original distributed array management based on paging [17] has been developed to support
both schemes.

4.1 Compilation of Parallel Loops

For reductions and parallel loops with one statement, where loop bounds and array references
are ane functions, the compiler generates a code that comprises two parts: a communication
part followed by a computation part. The communication part is in charge of pre-fetching
non-local data from other processors. In the computation part, no di erence is made between
local computations (that is those involving only local data) and non-local computations (that
need to use data received in the communication part). This does not a ect the performance of
the generated code since our distributed array management provides a uniform and ecient
access method for local data and copies of distant data. Besides, performing a separation
between local and non-local computations does not seem realistic in the general case, with
regard to compilation time and code fragmentation.
Actually, the compiler generates a series of communication codes. One communication
code is produced for each right hand side reference to a distributed array and is decomposed
in its turn into a send part and a receive part. Loop bounds and array subscripts but also
the distribution of the arrays involved in the computation are analyzed by the compiler:
for a given right hand side reference to a distributed array, the associated set of data that
must be exchanged between processors is characterized by a polyhedron whose scanning
[12, 7, 15] constitutes the basis of the spmd send code and receive code for the reference.
The way arrays are represented in the local memories is also taken into account by the
compiler so that the data to be moved from one processor to another are scanned in the
appropriate direction. This permits the transfer of contiguous zones (both on the sender
and the receiver side) and so eliminates the need of coding/decoding and copying between
message bu ers and local memories. The generation of the spmd computation code relies on
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the same technique: according to the analysis of the left hand side reference, the compiler
constructs a polyhedron that de nes the set of iterations that must be performed on each
processor.

4.2 Management of Distributed Arrays

The distributed array management that completes the two compilation schemes balances
the memory requirements and the speed of accesses to local data. It provides a uniform
representation for local data and copies of distant data. Each block of a distributed array is
decomposed into pages thus an array is represented on a processor by a table of pages that
contains both local pages (pages of the blocks owned by the processor) and distant pages
(copies of pages owned by other processors). For a given distributed array, the direction
and the size of its pages are determined by the compiler so that the global to local index
transformation involves only low level operations (logical shifts and masks) and the size of
the table of pages is minimized.
It should be noticed that this technique is di erent from utilizing a shared virtual memory: the notion of page fault is here irrelevant, a speci c paging mechanism is de ned
for each array and memory allocation and communications are not performed page-wise
necessarily.

5 The Jacobi Kernel

The Jacobi Relaxation Iterative Method can be used to approximate the solution of a partial
di erential equation discretized on a grid. At each time step, the current approximation
is updated by computing for each grid point the weighted average of the values of the
neighboring points. We focus here on the kernel of this algorithm that consists of two loop
nests working on two 2-D arrays A and B . The rst loop nest computes in array A the current
approximation from the values stored in array B that represents the last approximation. The
second one transfers elements of A into B .
The distributed phase corresponding to the kernel is shown in gure 2. Arrays A and
B are both distributed into P groups of columns (blocks of size N  N=P ), one group on
each of the P processors. The mapping is not signi cant here as there is only one block per
processor. With such a distribution, the workload is evenly distributed among the processors
and the second loop nest is executed without any communication because arrays A and
B are fully aligned. Communication is needed in the rst loop nest. Indeed, computing
elements of the boundaries of each block necessitates accessing elements situated on the
neighboring processors. The symmetry of the accesses would permit a row-wise distribution,
leading to the same cost of communication. However, as in both loop nests elements are
accessed column-wise (loop j is the outer loop), locality is best exploited with a columnwise distribution1.
1

The compilation process does not perturb the loop order when restricting the computation loop domains
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As they conform with the conditions under which the polyhedron-based compilation
scheme applies, these two loop nests are fully optimized by the Pandore compiler. In
particular:
 Iteration domains are restricted.
 Messages are fully vectorized.
 Direct unbu ered communications are used.
 Index conversions are reduced to the identity function (the page number is the column
number and the page o set is the row number).
The performances of the produced code for various input sizes2 are summarized in table 1.
They are almost optimal for small numbers of processors. For a given array size, the number
of operations needing only local data performed by a processor is inversely proportional to
the number of processors. The boundaries are of xed size, so performances decrease with
large numbers of processors. However, one can notice that performances remain at a good
level even with small data sizes: for N = 128, the eciency reaches 67% for 16 processors
although 1=4 of the columns are exchanged in the rst loop nest.
Although its scope is wider, the joint use of the optimized scheme and the run-time system
proves to be as ecient as more classic compilation methods such as the overlap [18].
# proc
2
4
8
16
32

N = 128
time (sec) eciency
0.242
86%
0.128
81%
0.068
76%
0.039
67%
0.027
48%

# proc
2
4
8
16
32

N = 256
time (sec) eciency
0.970
87%
0.495
86%
0.253
84%
0.132
80%
0.075
70%

# proc
2
4
8
16
32

N = 512
time (sec) eciency
|
|
1.961
86%
0.999
85%
0.503
84%
0.261
81%

Table 1: Performances results for the Jacobi Kernel on the Intel iPSC/2

6 Parallelization of a Wave Propagation Application
with Pandore

Several tests on classical algorithms such as matrix-matrix multiplication, Gram-Schmidt or
LU factorization have already been conducted to evaluate the Pandore compiler [3]; the next
step of the validation of the compiler goes through experimentations on real applications.
2

The memory size on the ipsc/2 nodes did not allow the program execution for N = 512 and P = 2
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6.1 The Wave Propagation Application

We describe here the parallelization/distribution with Pandore of a wave propagation algorithm that has been developed by the French Petroleum Institute (IFP). The application,
whose core is about one thousand line long, simulates the wave propagation in a bounded
2D space. Waves are generated by an explosion triggered at a given point of the considered
space. The program studies the temporal evolution of the waves at several points of the
space where some sensors are located. It takes as input a number of simulation parameters
such as the time and space steps, the frequency of the explosion source and the positions of
the sensors.
The numerical algorithm follows a discretized nite element method. It corresponds to
the second order time discretization (V (t = n + 1) = F (V (t n); V (t = n 1))) and to the
second order discretization of the spatial partial derivatives from the continuous system of
PDE describing the waves propagation in an heterogeneous domain.
The results of the algorithm are the values of the horizontal and vertical movements at
each time step, for each sensor. The program is divided into two phases:
 The initialization phase: it de nes the initial conditions of the explosion and the
constraints associated with the nature of the propagation domain.
 The computation phase: this phase consists of a main loop representing the time
evolution. At each iteration step we compute the horizontal and vertical movements
at time t + 1 and t + 2, for each point of the grid representing the 2D space.
The nal results, i.e. the movements associated with the sensors, correspond to a grid
sampling. During the computation phase, for each movement, four arrays are used: Up and
Um for the horizontal movements and Wp and Wm for the vertical ones.
The body of the loop is composed of four similar parts corresponding to the following
computations:
8 U (t + 1) = f (U (t); U (t + 1))
>< p
m
p
Wp (t + 1) = g(Wm (t); Wp (t + 1))
>: Um (t + 2) = f (Up (t + 1); Um (t))
Wm (t + 2) = g(Wp (t + 1); Wm (t))
Functions f and g comprises two series of nested loops. The rst one is a series of 2-deep
loops operating on the inner part of the grid. These loops are comparable to the rst part
of the Jacobi kernel presented earlier. The second series is made of several 1-deep loops
operating on the upper border of the grid.

6.2 Distribution of the Program

We describe here the steps to transform the initial sequential program into a C-Pandore
one. Only one distributed phase is needed for this application, corresponding to the initialization phase followed by the computation phase. So, using the dist construct of the
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C-Pandore language to encapsulate this phase, all the computation will be automatically
distributed on the nodes of the target parallel computer.
Exchanges between the host (or a dedicated node) and the computing nodes are only
performed at the beginning of the distributed phase (to send the simulation parameters) and
at the end of the computation (to transfer the nal results giving the movements associated
with the sensors). These exchanges will be automatically handled by the compiler according
to the distribution parameters of the distributed phase.
The body itself of the distributed phase has been slightly modi ed in order to exhibit
parallel nested loops which conform to the conditions under which the compiler performs
loop optimization. We obtain that easily for the four main computation parts described
in 6.1 because the loops naturally appear as parallel loop nests with ane array references
and loop bounds.
The main task when writing the C-Pandore program resides in the the choice of the
array decompositions. The main arrays, described in 6.1, are 2D arrays representing the
propagation space grid. They are used together with a tenth of 2D temporary arrays of the
same type. Eight other 1D arrays are used for the computation of the border of the grid.
For this algorithm, we chose a column-wise decomposition for all the 2D arrays because
 in the computation of the values associated with the inner part of the grid, the dependencies are similar to those found in the Jacobi, leading to this decomposition as one
of the best choices;
 the 1-deep loops operating on the upper border of the grid necessitate a column-wise
decomposition in order to distribute the workload;
 the 2-deep loops are column oriented so a column decomposition enforces the locality
for the greatest part of the computation.
Given P, the number of processors, each (N,N) array is partitioned into blocks of size
(N,N/P). We obtain a C-Pandore program that, except for the speci cation of the distribution phase and the partitioning of the arrays, corresponds almost exactly to the sequential
one.

6.3 Performance Results

6.3.1 First Results

We ran the above described version of the Wave Propagation program on the ipsc/2. The
performance results are given in table 2. The overall performances are satisfactory, considering that the parallel code has been produced automatically. With a good adequation
between the data size and the number of processors, an eciency around 70% is reached.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that, even for small arrays, eciency decreases slowly when
adding processors.
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N = 128
time (sec) eciency
136
75%
71
72%
38
66%
22
56%
17
38%

# proc
2
4
8
16
32

N = 256
time (sec) eciency
|
|
280
71%
145
69%
77
65%
42
59%

# proc
2
4
8
16
32

N = 512
time (sec) eciency
|
|
|
|
|
|
289
68%
150
66%

Table 2: Performance results for the Wave Propagation Application

6.3.2 Further Optimizations
Sampling Associated with the Sensors

In the C-Pandore program obtained in section 6.2 the parallel loops performing the sampling lead to communications that could be avoided. This is due only to the fact that
alignment cannot be expressed yet in C-Pandore; hence, the arrays storing the movements
associated with the sensors are not aligned with the arrays representing the space grid.
However, a trivial manual renumbering of the sensors points is possible to make the sampling arrays aligned with the grid arrays. After this transformation, the sampling loops
are executed without communication. The performances are not very much a ected by this
modi cation as the sampling only represent 5% of the total execution time.

Avoiding Multiple Transfers

During execution some array elements are sent several times to the same processor without
having been modi ed. These unnecessary transfers may be avoided by storing the data in
auxiliary arrays after the rst send. We experimented this {non trivial{ optimization which
necessitates to declare new arrays. The performances are improved by about 5% of the
total execution time. This does not appear as signi cant a gain, considering that for this
application the memory cost is of great importance. In fact, the size of the memory on each
node of the parallel computer severely limits the experiments that may be conducted.

7 Conclusion

We have shown in this paper that the Pandore compiler allows distributing eciently
a real application, without any signi cant e ort from the programmer. Indeed, the rst
Pandore source of the Wave Propagation program presented in the paper is very similar to
the sequential original program and produces correct performances. This tends to con rm
the viability of the data-parallel approach for scienti c computing provided that general
enough and non-naive compiling and run-time techniques are applied.
To handle very large applications, in particular applications that comprise multiple modules or necessitate intensive I/O, other techniques must be integrated to existing environ-
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ments. For this purpose, the joint study of redistribution, procedures and separate compilation is under way in the Pandore project.
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